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St. Thomas 
By the Rev. Rebecca Jones 
 
 
The corner of 8th and Josephine  
holds a humbling memory for me  
that 30 years have not softened.  
It remains the scene  
of one of my most ill-fated driving decisions.  
 
It was the fall of 1985,  
and I had lived in Denver only a few months.  
I was still learning my way around Denver streets,  
and I hadn’t yet internalized which streets are one-way  
and which are not.  
 
I was in the right-hand lane,  
driving northbound on Josephine,  
and wanted to turn left onto 8th Avenue.  
You see, I wanted to get to Lakewood,  
and I was pretty pleased with myself  
that I discovered that westbound 8th avenue would,  
in a few blocks,  
turn into Sixth Avenue.  
And Sixth Avenue would shoot me quickly and easily  
right into Lakewood.  
I knew this.  
At least, it was quick and easy in 1985.  
Today, maybe not so much.  
 
The light at the intersection was green.  
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I looked ahead and saw no oncoming traffic.  
So I turned left. 
Sadly, I had forgotten that Josephine is one way.  
Of course there would be no oncoming traffic.  
Where I FAILED to look was behind me.  
Had I looked behind me, I would have seen that car –  
that brand new Mercedes Benz  
that had left the dealership only a week before –  
quickly coming up on my left.  
 
I cut right in front of it.  
 
The Mercedes plowed into me.  
Now, fortunately, we weren’t going THAT fast,  
and no one was injured.  
But both cars were badly damaged.  
The other driver was furious, as he had every right to be.  
It was clearly my fault,  
I got the ticket.  
I got the points. 
State Farm got the bill 
to repair both MY car and a new Mercedes,  
and trust me,  
they passed that cost on to me for years to come.  
 
But I’d like to think that out of that catastrophe  
came some good things, some cause for hope.  
That event made me a much more careful driver in the 
future.  
I never again assumed I was on a two-way street. 
It drove home to me –  
in a way mere parental admonitions could not –  
the wisdom of that old saying:  
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Look Both Ways Before You Cross The Street! 
 
Look both ways.  
Both ways: To the left and the right. 
Both ways: Ahead of you and behind you.  
 
Today, we move into the season the Advent,  
the beginning of a new year in the church.  
For the past year, 
most of our gospel lessons have been from Mark, 
that rough and ready gospel, that is so abrupt,  
so often blunt and austere.  
But now, with the coming of Advent, and for the next year, 
we will hear from Luke, 
the most eloquent  
and arguably the most-beloved of all the gospel writers.  
 
I once had a seminary professor  
who said that if the gospel writers lived today 
Mark would be a truck driver, a get-er-done sort,  
more focused on results than on conversation. 
 
Matthew would be a Jewish lawyer,  
obsessed with precedent,  
meticulously connecting all the dots for the jury. 
 
But Luke would be a commentator on NPR,  
smooth and polished, elegant, no rough edges,  
every story pitched precisely with just the right tone. 
 
John, by the way, would run a New Age book store,  
very out there.  
But I digress.  
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In the coming year, we will hear from Luke  
some of our favorite stories about Jesus.  
It’s Luke who tells us about the birth in Bethlehem with the 
shepherds and the angels.  
It’s Luke who shares with us  
the parables of the Good Samaritan, the Prodigal Son,  
and the rich man and Lazarus. 
 
It’s Luke who shows us the final absolution  
of the Good Thief on Calvary. 
 
It’s Luke who has the risen Jesus meeting two disciples on 
the road to Emmaus.  
 
It’s Luke who features women in active, important roles  
in the life and work of the community,  
unlike the other gospel writers.  
 
Whereas Mark showed us a Jesus  
prone to outbursts of anger,  
Luke cleans all that up  
and shows us an even-tempered Jesus,  
under control at all times.  
 
So much to love in this gospel.  
So much. 
But for these things, we must wait.  
Sadly, today’s lesson from Luke  
doesn’t really make most people’s Top 10 list,  
at least not most mainline Christians.  
 
This is an apocalyptic text.  
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Apocalyptic texts tend to strike most Episcopalians as alien, 
strange, even off-putting.  
Truth be told, whatever worries we may occasionally harbor 
about nuclear or environmental holocaust,  
I’d be willing to bet that most of us  
don’t really give much day-to-day thought 
about the end of the world  
and even less about Jesus' second coming.  
We don’t really anticipate  
a literal fulfillment of these passages. 
And so we tend to skip over them  
or we mutter some vague phrases  
that I’m learning no one at St. Thomas  
would really find very satisfying.  
St. Thomas doesn’t settle for easy answers. 
 
Truth is, we’re not sure what Luke is talking about here when 
he has Jesus say things like  
“There will be signs in the sun, the moon, and the stars,  
and on the earth distress among the nations…” 
 
Is he talking about the destruction of the Temple in the year 
70,  
which would have been in the near future for Jesus,  
but would have been 20 or 30 years in the past when Luke 
wrote this gospel,  
and in our far distant past?  
Or is he talking about the end of time,  
something still in the future for all of us? 
 
When he speaks of the distress caused on earth  
from "the roaring of the sea and the waves,”  
is he talking about climate change?  
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Is it mere coincidence the strongest hurricane on record,  
last month’s Hurricane Patricia,  
was likely the result of the warming of the waters in the south 
Pacific,  
a phenomenon known as “El Nino,”  
the Spanish name for the Christ child?  
 
And that the El Nino that is now brewing  
is a monstrous weather event,  
far larger than ever before recorded,  
a weather anomaly that seems certain  
to bring floods and gigantic storms to some places,  
drought and famine to others,  
and absolutely to bring distress to the nations.  
 
Which begs the question:  
We know Advent is to be a time of waiting and watching,  
but just what it is we’re waiting and watching for? 
Are we waiting for the birth of a baby,  
the Christ Child, the El Nino who brings redemption for the 
world? 
 
Or are we waiting for the apocalypse  
that heralds the return of the risen Christ,  
who will come in glory to judge the world? 
 
Outside, in our courtyard,  
we set up a Nativity scene  
with a manger ready to hold the sweet baby Jesus  
and a donkey who is charmingly missing one ear,   
yet inside we hear from the grown-up, just-about-to-die 
Jesus,  
standing in the Temple,  
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teaching about the coming catastrophe. 
Well, which is it?  
 
Here’s my admonition to you who are wondering: 
Look both ways.  
Look ahead AND behind.  
Look far off and look close by. 
Look to the cosmos.  
And look to the fig tree – or the ash or the maple –  
that is in your own back yard.  
 
It is both.  
And at Advent,  
we recognize that we are living in the in-between times.  
Or as the ancient Celts called it, “a thin place.  
The time between the times.” 
 
That is the mystery of the season of Advent,  
that the Kingdom is coming … 
and is already here.  
Advent is a thin time of year,  
a time between the times,  
a time “between what is dying and what is being born, 
between the ‘already’ of Christ’s reign  
and the ‘not yet,’ of Advent.” 
 
All of us from time to time  
need to experience thin places and times.  
We all can be distracted and dismayed  
by the hurry, the stress, the horror,  
and uncertainty of the times in which we live: 
  
Yet another mass shooting in Colorado Springs.  
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A Russian plane shot down by Turkey. 
Black Lives Matter protestors shot by white supremacists in 
Minneapolis.  
A Chicago policeman charged with murdering a black teen-
ager.  
Twenty-two people killed in an attack on a hotel in Mali. 
And that’s just THIS WEEK. 
 
We can be lulled into a kind of drudgery,  
missing the signs of Christ’s coming Kingdom,  
believing that what we see is all there is  
and all there ever will be. 
It’s discouraging, disheartening. 
 
But remember, Jesus tells us, too,  
that we should stand up, raise up our heads,  
because our redemption is drawing near. 
The apocalypse isn’t all bad news.  
We can be watchful for hopeful signs as well. 
We can open our eyes and look for wonder.  
We can pray that the eyes of our hearts will be enlightened. 
We know we see only in part, but what we can’t see or 
understand, 
God sees and understands.  
And in the fullness of time, we will too.  
 
 
That car accident at the corner of 8th and Josephine 30 years 
ago  
didn’t result JUST in crumpled fenders  
and hiked insurance rates.  
It helped me to become a better driver, 
and maybe helped me avoid a far worse accident. 
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What looks like a mess can actually yield goodness. 
Crisis can bring opportunities.  
And my goodness, don’t we have some opportunities facing 
us now.  
So let’s raise up our heads. 
El Nino calls us examine our lives,  
to prepare, to look for new strategies. 
To look both ways.  
What seems like the end might really be the beginning.  
And that, really, is what Advent is all about.  
Wait. Watch. Ponder. Prepare. 
 
Amen.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


